PADMOUNTED Switch Vault
(7'x7'-6''x7'')

Optional 18''x44''x12'' deep recessed each end wall

1. 4'' Unistrut (4 places) with stops at pad opening to prevent intrusion.
2. 3/16'' diamond plate steel covers and support bars. Paint with one coat subalox 511 primer and one coat subalox 510 aluminum paint, or approved equal.
3. 18''x18'' knockout at each corner (8 places).
5. Stainless steel pentahead cap screws.
6. 1'' insert per UGS-202.
7. Bead weld 'C of R electric', per UGS-050, on center cover.

Notes:
1. Pad-vault to be furnished complete with covers, bolts and joint sealer.
2. Optional deep recess to be provided only when specified on job drawings.
3. Installation per UGS-724.